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Abstract. CAM systems traduce design information from CAD systems in
to different manufacturing routines in order to produce NC code for CNC
machinery. The output from the CAM software is usually a simple text file of
G and M code, usually containing thousand of lines of code. Later this code is
transferred to a machine tool using a direct numerical control (DNC) program.
This translation process becomes extremely important in developing a digital
design and fabrication approach. Consequently the aim in this research is; to
investigate CAD-CAM workflow; to analyze final product deviation from design
intent; and to determine where in the workflow, and how design strategies and
design decisions correlates to manufacturing results.
Keywords: Design Computing; CAD and CAM integration; Digital fabrication.
Introduction
When we transfer geometric data from a CAD system
to a CAM system, and manufacturing data needs to
be produce, a bottleneck is found. Programming for
CNC machine tools is normally done by using ISO
6983(G, M code). Programming with ISO 6983 results
in huge programs, which are difficult to handle; lastminute changes or correction of machining problems
on the shop-floor are hardly possible and control of
program execution at the machine level is severely
limited. Even worse, due to many different languages and vendor-specific add-ons to the programming
language, part programs are not interchangeable.
NURBS surfaces can be optimize by managing
its own parameters but in few cases they are used as
direct input to CNC or RP machinery. Consequently,

to be visualized, analyzed and manufactured, NURBS
are subject of some discretization process. In manufacturing data manipulation, is quite common to
find tessellation procedures in where a three dimensional model is approximated by triangles or facets,
sliced and then fabricated by using those slices as
manufacturing data. However, the geometric descriptions used to represent objects in CAD systems
significantly affects the accuracy and quality of the
final parts produced.

Significance
CAD and CAM system contain their own limits, which
foreshadow the objects capable to be produced according to possible or legal functions included in
each modeling interface. Object and space modeling
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provides a powerful analysis media of those entities
and allow to investigate a certain number of elements, selecting appropriate criteria. The main issue
is that integration between CAD and CAM systems
remains mostly unsolved (Liu, 2000).

against actual product. An additional pattern matching approach also used in this research was to map
manufacturing errors as undesired patterns, and to
connect them to design decisions as dependent or
independent variables.

Methods

Case Study: Material removal using
three-dimensional milling

Case study research can comprise single and multiple case studies, can include quantitative and
qualitative evidence, relies on multiple sources of
evidence, and benefits from the prior development
of theoretical propositions like a methodology, a
model, or a theory. Different research techniques
were used in collecting and analyzing data from the
case study, which included; (a) semi-structured interviews; (b) structured non-participant observations;
and (c) content analysis. After collection, data was organized and analyzed. Then the researcher compiled
it in the form of design heuristics and metrics, and
organized according to issues in the propose design
process model.

Designing the Case Studies
In this research, the approach was to use both exploratory and explanatory case studies. Along the research, the author developed multiple-case studies,
most of them were replicatory, and not sampled cases. Since these were complex and multivariate cases,
evidence analysis that the author performed was
strictly in relation to the main research objectives i.e.:
to refine design strategies by extracting manufacturing knowledge from the design experiences.

Analyzing Case Study Evidence
The analytic strategy at the macroscopic level, was
to rely on theoretical proposition i.e.: the design process model in the study, and then to analyze the evidence under that theoretical framework. Within the
case, the researcher used what it is known, in design
research, as structured design experience (Potter et
al., 2003). At the microscopic level pattern-matching was use primarily for matching design intent
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In this case study, the research explores an individual
panel or module fabrication in full scale The prototype was fabricate from a previously prepared 2’x2’
work piece out of a 4’x8’ polyethylene foam block
(Foamular). The fabrication process involves; workpiece cutting in a saw table; and gluing of foam plies
to form the workpiece. Later the panel was milled using CNC three-dimensional surfacing.		

Case Study Overview
Critical topics explored were CAD CAM integration
and CNC manufacturing since for the first time eight
students were introduced not only to a full functionality CAM system but also to a full-size CNC manufacturing machine. This case study presented no
manufacturing errors but most of relevant design
issues, leading into misfit between design intent and
manufactured artifacts, were related to lower than
expected surface finishing in manufactured panels.

Surface generation in the CAD system:
Students widely explore alternative surface curvatures. They were also aware of surface normals and
resolution issues. But CAD systems use smooth surface option as default and it makes difficult to visualize surface curvature. Therefore, to obtain control
over curved surface resolution it is necessary to visualize and adjust its parameters before tessellation.

Manufacturing information at the CAM
system:
CAM system slices the curved surface to produce
tool paths each slice becomes a curve represented
as a polyline, consisting in points and segments that
describes the tool path. The slicing distance or the
distance between tool paths is denominated cut
width. The slicing distance determines the cut width
or slicing direction resolution. Resolution in opposite
direction or along the cutting path is determined by
the resolution of the curves obtained after the surface tessellation and slicing process.

NC code generation and surface milling
Students selected two types of tools according to
two types of paths to perform the surface milling.
One a rough pass was done using three-quarter
rougher with flat end and 19.05 mm diameter as
seen in figure 1.
The first path left 4 mm. of stock to be remove with
the finishing path. The finishing path, in figure 2, was
done using a half-inch ball end drill with 12.8 mm diameter and the cutting width was 4-mm.
The fabricated piece was not successful since surface finishing was irregular, specially in visual aspect
in where you can see not only tool path marks but
also faceting from the surface geometry, as seen in
figure 3.

Figure 1
Rough path on the left and
simulation on the right

Figure 2
Finishing path on the left and
simulation on the right
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Figure 3
Manufactured panel by Joe
Lamb

Surface curvature deviation
The first stage in data analysis was to determine how
deviated was the machined curvature from the original one—phenomenon known as gouging. Gouging
is either over cut or under cut phenomenon and it
is produced by lack of interaction between intended
geometry and machining geometry. In the following
section the research analyses alternative ways to reduce gouging. Figure 4 and 5 show a comparative
analysis between alternative cut width and visualization. And figure 6 shows alternative surface deviation analysis using different cord tolerance along cut;
and facet tolerance, these two parameters defines
the polygonal mesh resolution before the software
sliced it to produce the tool paths.

Results
The researcher collected data, obtained from the
experiences, using structured questionnaires; semistructured interviews; structured non-participant
observations; and content analysis. Then I compiled
it in the form of design heuristics and metrics, and
organized according to issues in the design process
model as follows:
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Figure 4
Surface deviation analysis
using alternative tool path
widths.

Figure 5
Surface deviation analysis
using alternative tool-path
widths

•

•

determined by cut width and 1 mm for wood
milling is recommended. Resolution in opposite direction or along the cutting path is determined by the resolution of the curves obtained
after the slicing process. The main parameters
within it are; cord tolerance along cut (less than
0.1); and facet tolerance (0.25 of cord tolerance).
Polygon mesh Resolution vs. machining time:
Optimum resolution is coming from matching
resolution between model geometry and tool
path geometry. Increasing curve resolution decreases segment size in machining path and increases machining time.
Geometric and manufacturing data organization: A file process to store and organized the
sequence of files along the successive transformation processes is needed.

Manufacturing process:
•

•
•

•

•

Component geometry:
•

•

•

NURBS resolution must be determined before
machining paying special attention to display
resolution or/and to default resolution within
CAD systems.
Surface curvature maximum deviation It is desirable that curve control points are equivalent for
curved surface generation using lofting.
Optimum curve resolution for surface milling is
different in both axis (x, y) and depends on the
slicing direction. Slicing direction resolution is

•

Surface milling method selection initial rough
passes must be done using z-contours method.
Finishing paths must be use parallel method.
Tool Selection: Ball nose tools provide better finishing that end mill ones.
Cutting depth is determined by comparing tool
geometry and work piece size and can be increased by dividing the milling operation in incremental paths.
Tool geometry, dimensions allowances must be
considered in establishing feasible surface curvature in order to avoid collision.
Surface Curvature angles can be anywhere between 0 degree and 90 degree minus tool allowances tool in descending paths and between
180 degree and 90 degree plus tool allowances
in ascending paths.
Cutting width: Normally, and according to the
material being cut, cutting width is tool diameter for rough paths and at least 1 mm. for finishing paths.
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Figure 6
Surface deviation analysis using alternative cord and facet
tolerances
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Summary
The final DfM model implementation framework,
in figure 7, includes significant improvements in
relation to the previous models. This model defines
component generation as the initial stage. After that,
component’s geometric analysis provides an initial
understanding of component’s geometrical properties. These properties are feed in to the material and
process selection that now is treated as an independent shell. This material and process selection is now
located before component evaluation shell. In addition, this shell includes most relevant material and
process issues to consider—In selecting material
and manufacturing process. After that, a component
evaluation and prototyping shell is proposed, and
it includes issues to consider in performing those
steps. The component evaluation and prototyping shell and the manufacturing module together,

structure the DfM knowledge base. This knowledge
base includes not only the necessary knowledge to
perform component evaluation but also constitutes
the main knowledge base for providing feedback to
the initial stages.
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Figure 7
Final DfM model
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